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Abstract
New methods of visual communication have been set up through InfraRed design. Discussion on visual
discovery and concealment of information in visual and infrared spectrum was carried out using twin
dyes. Recipes of twin dyes are made for the desired color tones. Double visual graphics are printed
whose motifs are determined by the designer. InfraRed information is associated with visual content
without distorting graphics in the visual spectrum. The usage of the IR camera on the prints reveals
messages hidden from the human eye. Displayed are hidden information associated to the visual
content through InfraRed design. An innovative way of visual communication finds a wide area of use for
protective and promotional purposes. Twin dyes open up a new space for design in the expanded visual
space in the digital environment.
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1. Introduction
The paper shows the significance of Infrared twin dyes in design of hidden information. As color is caused
by the experience of different visual stimuli and the color space is defined in the light spectrum, the color
space which creates the sensation of color in our eyes, is limited to the range from 400 to 700nm. Colors
realized as dyes or paint matter found within this color space are named Visual (V) dyes. Colorants
extending beyond the visual spectrum are named Infrared (Z) dyes.V dyes have visibility only in the visual
spectrum where the Z dyes have a response both in the visual and the spectrum defined by measuring
absorption of infrared light at 1000nm [1], [2], [3]. Made are sets of twin dyes where each set of two twin
dyes has the same color tone and identical L*a*b* value, but each twin is made from different recipes,
which results in different responses in the infrared spectrum [4], [5].
Defined are twin dyes through process dyes cyan, magenta, yellow and key color, for the visual and
infrared spectrum and by minimizing ΔE for the digital and offset print. For each color tone I have used
in the experiments made, first the recipes for twin dyes were hand mixed. By viewing each of the twin
pairs under the infrared camera, the sucess of the recipes is proven as the V twin dissapears under the
camera and the Z twin stays visible at 1000nm [6], [7].
After hand mixing the twin dyes, set up are recipes for digital printing of the same color tone and their
CMYK values are shown in the research. The value of the Key tone is set to 0 for the V dye and the values
of K for the Z dye is set on 20 and on 40, depending of the desired darkness and visibility level of the dyes
response in the infrared spectrum.
2. The connection of visible and hidden visual content
Throught design using infrared twin dyes new methods of visual communication have been set up.
Double imge design was peviously carried out with the InfraRed design method on various media such as
in newspapper print [8], print on leather [9], polymer food packaging [10] and postage stamp design [11],
[12]. The aim was to secure the graphics and create and extended space for information with the visual
space already beeing flooded with so much information, which makes it hard to create a focus.
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Figure 1. Shown is a detail of a photograph of nature in the V spectrum connected through infrared twin dyes with
a map visible only in the Z spectrum

Experiments of double imaging with infrared twin dyes were made on maps [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19]. The IR cartographic system makes a new area of protection. In my Doctoral Dissertation with the
title Twin dyes for security printing in infrared mapping [20] proven was that Infrared cartography is an
improvement in the methods of Infrared design. It introduces and extends the Infraredesign theory to
cartographic documents. Achieved is an innovation and improvement of design methods through infrared
technology.

Visual V spectrum

Infrared Z spectrum

Figure 2. Shown is double image print on textile showing a map visible with the naked eye and a typographic
message detectable only with the ZRGB camera
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The reproductions shown carry two pieces of information, one visible to the naked eye, and the other
with the infrared cameras at 1000nm, printed on textile [21], [22], [23]. Produced are double graphics
connecting photography and maps as shown in Figure 1. and a map and a hidden poem in Figure 2.
Displayed are hidden information associated to the visual content through InfraRed design. An innovative
way of visual communication finds a wide area of use for protection of the originallity of a work and
also for promotional purposes. Made are double visual graphics whose motifs were determined by the
designer.

3. Conclusion
The aim of the research was to determine the possibilities of marking graphic elements in extended
visual space. Shown is the variety of motives which can be placed either in the V or Z spectrum,
conncected throught twin dyes. InfraRed information is associated with visual content without distorting
graphics in the visual spectrum. The usage of the IR camera on the prints reveals messages hidden
from the human eye. I can conclude that twin dyes open up a new space for design in the expanded visual
space and visual communication in the digital environment. The new task for designers is multiple layer
planning. New design technology evolves which uses classic printing.
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